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Utility-scale Solar Heat. Turn-key. Or as a Service.

Solar Thermal Energy for Industrial Use
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Three Applications. Many advantages.

Nah- und 
Fernwärme

Prozesswärme
Solare 

Kühlung
Stadtwerke, 
Bioenergiedörfer, 
Genossenschaften, 
…

Solar thermal provides carbon-free energy for all every day

District Heating Process Heat Solar Cooling



Solutions. Directly from the Manufacturer. 

Yield estimate

IRR calculation

Planning

Collector delivery

Turn-key delivery
Development 

Installation 
Commissioning

Finance 

ESCo

Operation 

Heat-as-a-Service



Cheap Heat. Get that and more.
Every heating process and plant is different. 

Highest efficiency, standardization and innovation make the difference. 
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Size matters. Small is beautiful.

Traditional approach

Solar fluid runs in central pipe  
Absorber fin stretches away from it

Limited heat transfer

SAVOSOLAR solution

Solar fluid runs in distributed channels
Absorber gets cooled right away

Total heat transfer under full surface

• Savo 15 SG / Savo 15 DG: Most efficient solar collectors. Globally.

• Proven aluminum heat exchangers from auto industry

• Selective coating addressing full light spectrum

Top scorers:



SolarKeymark ratings. Triple A.
•Some of the smart ideas put into every Savosolar 15,96 m² utility-scale collector

✓ A highly transparent anti-reflex low-iron tempered glass

✓ A highly selective coating on total absorber

✓ An extra thick collector body insulation on sides and rear – also availabe double glazing (DG) on front

✓ Only solar collector with PED certificate and 15 bar pressure test of every item delivered

✓ Flexible lateral connection hoses, snugly tucked into the insulated collector case

✓ 9.939 kWh/collector*a at 50°C in Würzburg with Savo15DG

✓ 9.665 kWh/collector*a at 50°C in Würzburg with Savo15SG

Some sixteen square meters, gross, 

highest yields at 50°C Würzburg.. 

That amounts to highest incentives

and lowest Levelized Cost of Heat!*

* Check your national, regional, local solar incentive schemes for up to date calculation of your net invest. Or, ask Savosolar for an ESCo offer and solar Heat-as-a-Service.



Utility Scale Solar Thermal. Delivers.

Carbon-free Heating and Cooling

4 times more efficiency than PV 
40 times more efficiency than Biomass

Solution to delusive digitalization and all-electric dreams

Disruptive cost reduction towards lowest Levelized Cost of Heat



Science is clear. Technology is mature.
Utility scale solar thermal:
- Works
- Fast to build
- Emission-free
- OK close to buildings
- Comes with cheapest storage
- Gets disruptively cheap
- Is big part of the solution.

37.000 m² solar, 60.000 m³ pit heat storage, Dronninglund, DK, courtesy Per Alex Sørensen



Heating tomorrow. Sustainably.

These trends will dominate next years.

1. Fossil fuel plants are regarded stranded assets, 
getting phased out.

2. More diverse heating sources appear
3. Connecting those, numbers of multi-valent 

district heating and cooling networks increase
4. Temperature level in old and new network will be

much lower than in the past
5. Efficiency will increase
6. More excess heat to get used
7. Due to near zero marginal cost big solar thermal 

getting disruptively cheap
8. Seasonal storages allow for lowest levelized Cost

of Heat (LCoH)
9. Heat-as-a-Service and heat Demand Response 

Management become valuable products, 
facilitate utility scale solar thermal also in 
industrial process heat applications



Piping Ramming Mounting

Installing Connecting Stringing



Danish Solar Thermal Yield Record. Improved by 6%.

10,7 MW (15.300 m²) District Heating, Jelling, Denmark

4,97 kWh/m² solar thermal yield per day!

We ordered 4.800 m² more!



3,3 MW (4.700 m²) District Heating, Søllested, Denmark

•Close to the Customer: 

•Turn-key Solar Heating 



•No fence: In Denmark Solar thermal is regarded as 
public infrastructure of the commons.

•Exception: Sheep and bee keeping, gardening.

Biodiversity increases with big solar thermal!

6.5 MW (9.239 m²) District Heating, Jyderup, Denmark



10,7 MW (15.300 m²) District Heating, Løgumkloster, Denmark

•Multi-valent heating plant with 7.400 
m³ storage. Soon to expand, again.

Planned
Seasonal
Storage 



370 kW (534 m²) District Heating, Ystad, Sweden

•Large solar thermal in cities:

•Contributions from the roof top



☼ Europe´s biggest Solar Process Heat plant, single-axis tracked

☼ Savosolar premium collectors follow the sun for extra yield 

☼ Only 4,200 m², gross, offer 3.3 MW thermal, 4,000 MWh/year 

☼ Retro-fit to any existing plant, solar work done in 6 months

☼ Carbon-free heat for >20 years, anywhere

☼ Substantial subsidies available, also Heat-as-a-Service

Care-free Heat. One-stop-shop.

Paper Mill in France, 

Condat-sur-Vézère, 2018



☼ Four Savosolar 

collectors per dish

☼ Robust components

☼ Maintenance-free

Decarbonising Industries. Made easy.

☼ Experienced project 

partners

☼ Profitable due to 

megawatt design

☼ Subsidies on top



Conclusion. Let´s walk the talk.

# 1: Tell the truth, declare “Climate and Biodiversity Emergency”

# 2: Stop fossil fuel and agri-industry (milk, meat) subsidies

# 3: Raise 180 €/t carbon-tax (Germany), ban new oil or gas boilers (EU27)

# 4: WW II mobilization for immediate action 
Restoration of forests and wetlands
Build District Heating networks, heat storages
Allocation of fodder growing land for solar thermal
Ditch perpetual growth doctrine, put SDGs front and center



The sun rises in the North!

•Torsten Lütten

•Head of Business Development

•M. +49 174 815 90 46

•torsten.luetten@savosolar.com

SAVOSOLAR.

Your partner for strong solutions.

Savo-Solar Oyj

Mikkeli | Finnland

Savosolar ApS

Padborg | Dänemark

Savosolar GmbH

Kühnehöfe 3 | 22761 Hamburg | Deutschland



Thank you!

www.celsiuscity.eu - @celsiuscity
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